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Hello, and welcome to this tactical skills training workshop, offered as part of the UF/IFAS Communications Boot Camp Series. We’ve put together today’s session on accessibility strategies for online communications based on responses to the recent communication training needs survey. We hope you will find this a helpful introduction to creating accessible online content. 



Outline
1. Purposes and general principles for Online Accessibility
2. Making Word Documents and PDFs accessible– Diana Hagan
3. Accessibility for TerminalFour and the Web – Tennille Herron
4. Accessibility for Videos– Al Williamson
5. Q&A
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So the order of the training will be a very brief overview of why we need to make our online content accessible, followed by each of us giving a very basic presentation for about 10 minutes each.  I'll cover document accessibility, Tennille will discuss web and blogs, and Al will address videos. You will probably notice some repetition or overlap between these three formats as the overarching principles are the same.  We'll aim to leave plenty of time for questions and answers at the end.  Colleen Rosenberg will be monitoring the chat box and will select questions for us to respond to in the time for Q&A. Any we don't cover we will follow up with you after the presentation, so please do not hesitate to post your questions as they come up during the presentations. �We will need to end the session promptly at 1:45 to allow the next bootcamp session to set up. That will be an Open Q&A about Your Website, intended for T4 contributors and moderators, at 2:30



Learning Outcomes
After this training, participants will 
• Be able to assess whether online content is accessible or not.
• Be aware of strategies and techniques to make content 

accessible in documents, on the web and social media, and in 
video formats.
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Making you all experts in delivering accessible content would take just a little bit longer than we have today.Instead, our aim here is for you to be able to tell whether content is likely not accessible, and know what types of things need to be done with common delivery methods to make the content accessible. There is an IFAS Working Group on ADA Compliance which is working on this issue, so look for more resources and guidance on accessibility to be made available in the future. 



UF Guidance
All programming/content delivered through an electronic medium must be accessible for persons with 
disabilities.

When providing programming using video technology or any other type of electronic information 
technology, please limit your audience to registered participants, when possible. Let registered 
participants know how to request disability related accommodations, and a time frame for doing so.

If providing programming to a larger community is necessary and registration is not feasible, please 
be sure your programming is compliant with the UF Policy on EIT Accessibility linked here before 
posting: https://it.ufl.edu/policies/eita-accessibility/eita-policy/.

--Brande Smith, UF General Counsel’s Office

For more information on EIT accessibility compliance, please visit https://accessibility.ufl.edu/.
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So for accessibility at UF: the bottom line is that all online programming has to be accessible.  A best practice is to limit your audience by having registration for online programming, so that you can arrange for any necessary accommodation beforehand. If you aren’t limiting your audience, you need to be prepared for all audiences, and all online materials must be compliant with UF policy. 

https://it.ufl.edu/policies/eita-accessibility/eita-policy/
https://accessibility.ufl.edu/


Sample Accessibility Statement for 
Pre-Registration

“If any accommodations are needed, please 

contact (individual’s name) at (telephone number and 

email). Requests should be made as soon as possible but 

at least (time frame) prior to the scheduled meeting.”
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Here’s a sample accessibility statement for to include in registration information. You want to Let registered participants know how to request disability-related accommodationsProvide a time frame so you don’t have a last minute scramble to make accommodations)



POUR Principles

• Perceivable

• Operable

• Understandable

• Robust
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The Web Content Accessibility  (or WCAG) guidelines are the standard that UF is following.  It is organized around four principles.Content must be:Perceivable– for example by adding alt-text for images or closed captions for video, avoid putting text content in graphic elementsOperable –  this applies to web navigation and form fields, or being able to logically navigate a data table.  Rules for URL text fall under this category because one of the first things people using assistive technologies do to orient themselves to a web page or document is to list all the URLs. Understandable --  Documents and web resources have a reading order which can be laid out visually in a way our eye can follow, but may be structured differently for display.  If you’ve copied something in columns or text boxes from a web page or pdf to another document and the content is ends up all mixed up, you’ve seen how this is a problemRobust – This quality means that strategies used to make content accessible should work across assistive devices and remain accessible through time. If any of these are not true, users with disabilities will not be able to use the online content.



Accessibility Strategies 
for Documents

Diana Hagan, MLS, IFAS Communications
Information Management Specialist
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So this is the start of the documents portion of the presentation



Accessible Documents
• Structure and tags are the core of document accessibility.
• Tags

• label content 
• help users navigate
• help define structure and reading order
• make it easier to exchange between formats
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Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat Pro have robust tools for making documents accessible.  The key issues with documents are how the document is structured and the tags that are used. These are pretty much hidden from most users, so I’ll be pointing out some of the features in Word and Acrobat that help you work with them.  I’ll be treating Word as the “source document” for an Adobe Acrobat PDF.  These practices for Word will help also if you are submitting content in Word for EDIS or to the graphics unit for professional layout using InDesign. I’m really only just scratching the surface here.  Word and Acrobat have good explanations, …and there will be more training opportunities. 



Avoid Manually Formatting Text
Do not use this part of the ribbon

It prevents your document from adjusting to different devices.
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So the first thing you need to know when setting up accessible content in Word is to stop using manual formatting. I’ve been working on this myself and it’s a big change!  Instead you are going to want to use styles.  Using styles does two things: First, it will put the right tags in for people using assistive technologies.  Second, it will meet that “robust” principle by allowing the user to override your formatting if they need to.  When you manually format the text, you are hard coding it so it cannot be adjusted. 



Work with the Styles Pane
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The styles area is right there in the middle of the home ribbon.  I find I usually want to click the little icon in the corner to open up the styles pane.   Use your heading styles to create structure in the document.  It’s also necessary to be logical about it and make sure there is a hierarchical structure to the headings.  The accessibility checker will detect problems with this when we get to it.  You will want to limit yourself to headings, strong, emphasis, and lists. From there you can click the little A with a magnifying glass to open the Style Inspector, which inspects the selected content’s style.  You should see no formatting in those grey boxes, and can use the little grey button to clear the formatting if you need to.



Add TOC to long documents
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It’s also a requirement to add table of contents to long documents (how long is long is left to your own discretion).  The table of contents is the leftmost section on the References ribbon. It’s pretty straightforward and I’ve found adding the table of contents early in working on a long document can help me to navigate the content as I am developing it as well.  



Add Metadata in Words File Properties
• Title exactly as it appears in 

document
• Subject up to 200 characters
• Author
• Keywords separated by 

semicolons
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The next requirement is one that makes it easier for people to identify and work with document materials through the metadata.  You get here by clicking on file and then Info. Then click the down arrow by ‘Properties” on the right and select “Advanced Properties…”In this form, you should fill in the title, subject, author, and keywords.  The title is required and checked in the accessibility checkers.



Add Alt Text to Images
• Anchor all images
• To open alt text panel, select an 

image, right click, select “edit alt 
text…”

• If appropriate, mark as decorative
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Just like you’ll see with web content, if you have any images, wordmarks, graphs, or other content that is not written out in living readable text, you will need to take a few extra steps to make them PERCEIVABLE to your users. You can check if a particular image has alt-text by moving your mouse over the image to see if any text displays. Images need to be anchored in the document so that a person using an assistive device encounters them at the appropriate point in the reading order and the content is UNDERSTANDABLEAdd alt-text by right clicking on your image and select “edit alt-text…” You can also wait until the end and add it when you do your accessibility checking. If your content is strictly decorative, skip trying to describe it and check the “mark as decorative” box.  There is an art to writing alt-text.  Pay attention to what’s needed for the context.  Keep the description basic if the image doesn’t need it, but go in depth if the details of the image are critical to understanding the surrounding content. Microsoft has an AI alt-text generator that can be fun to work with, but I find it’s usually wrong. 



Accessible Tables
• Often contain critical detailed information
• Use only for tabular data
• Must have column headers
• Row headers are optional: consider using if complex
• Only use merged cells in headers
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Tables are another area where an extra effort needs to make it possible for users to navigate and understand tabular content that is presented in a matrix.  Do make sure you are limiting your use of tables to data that actually requires a table format.  It is required to define column headers, row headers can also be defined by are optional.  You should avoid merged cells, but they are permissible in headers. 



Word’s Accessibility Checker
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Word does have a built-in accessibility checker. Which you access through the Info page after clicking “file”Click the “Check for issues” button and then “check accessibility. It is mostly good for missing alt-text, and will take you through the process of fixing any problems. This tool is less robust than the Adobe Acrobat Pro accessibility tools, so recommended practice is to export to Adobe Acrobat format and use the tools available to you there.  Make any necessary changes in your source document in Word, then re-export until it’s right



Export from Word file to PDF
Adobe Acrobat Pro PDF Maker Plug in for Word
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If you have Acrobat Pro you can export on the Acrobat button on the ribbon, click “Create PDF”



Acrobat Pro: Check Reading Order
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The first thing to do is to check your Reading Order using Tags Panel-select the first tag and “walk down” the document using the arrow keys.  The focus in the document should follow the order users should experience your document. You should correct the RO in your source file if you are creating the document, you can also correct the reading order of an existing PDF by dragging tags in the tag tree up or down



Adobe Acrobat Accessibility Tools
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You’ll need Adobe Acrobat Pro (not the reader, not the standard edition) to access the accessibility tools. Make sure they are available on the Tools tab. Then open the tools by clicking this icon in the sidebar



Use Accessibility Checker in Adobe 
Acrobat Pro
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Step 2: Run Accessibility Checker: report appears at left, correct any errors in the source document.  You’ll notice the title failed on this document, that happened because I did not fill in the document title in the properties of the Word document when I made this PDF. You should use this checker on any pdf documents you use in your programs.As you can see, we have the tools to make every Word and PDF document accessible.  It is also very easy to create documents that are completely unaccessible, and may take a lot of remediation to fix.  I’ve condensed this brief lesson from a three-day class, so I’ve left out a lot of details.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or issues as you work on your documents.  Until then, here’s Tennille with Web and Blog accessibility.   



ACCESSIBILITY STRATEGIES FOR ONLINE COMMUNICATION

• Dr. Tennille Herron, Manager, UF/IFAS Web Services

WEB AND BLOG



Why Digital Accessibility

• More accessible to people (with disabilities)
• Crises Communication

• Lawsuit Examples

Presenter
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Digital Accessibility = Means Open AccessLast year the number Of Federal Website Accessibility Lawsuits Nearly Triple, Exceeding 2250 In 2018�The report found about 2,258 website accessibility-related lawsuits in 2018, up from just over 800 in 2017.digital accessibility - violations of Title III of the ADA(By Minh N. Vu, Kristina M. Launey & Susan Ryan on January 31, 2019, https://www.adatitleiii.com/2019/01/number-of-federal-website-accessibility-lawsuits-nearly-triple-exceeding-2250-in-2018/)Lawsuit Examples and Companies – ArticlesWinn Dixie – Lawsuit one of the first of its kind, declaring that that websites are being held to the same standards as physical locations as it relates to ADA. Websites are now a public space (WD, HL).The lawsuit against Winn-Dixie was on the basis that those with visual impairments couldn’t access the website using their screen reading software.CVS - blind individuals are not able to access key features of the website such as ordering prescriptions online.Hobby Lobby - A legally blind individual using the JAWS screen reading software, claimed that Hobby Lobby’s website was inaccessible using the JAWS tool.Burger King- (NO Alt tags) The individuals involved were using screen reading software to understand and interact with the website. Because there were no alt-tags or other features in placeNike - There were no alt-tags in place for images, empty links without text, etc.Blue Apron - there were no alt-tags in place, no captions on videos that explained key features/benefits of the Blue Apron service and access key features of the website.Harvard University and MIT - Their websites failed to make their massive open online courses, guest lectures, and other video content accessible to people who are deaf.Dominos -  Websites are now a public space �References: https://www.ciodive.com/news/what-dominos-digital-accessibility-lawsuit-means-for-compliance/564737/https://www.atilus.com/top-10-ada-lawsuits/�https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2019/04/08/mit-and-harvard-fail-get-out-video-captioning-court-casehttps://www.ada.gov/enforce_activities.htmhttps://www.adatitleiii.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/121/2019/01/Robles-Dominos-Appeal-Opinion.pdf



AA accessibility standards

•WCAG AA Accessibility standards define web content as…
• What you see 

(text, images, and sounds) 
• What you do not see 

(code or markup that defines structure, presentation, etc.)
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In November 2019, the University required all websites, web applications, and blogs to meet at least AA accessibility standards. What you see – Is the place we are asking Web Moderators and Contributors to focus their attention. The TERMINALFOUR (T4) web templates used for UF/IFAS Websites incorporates code and markup to handle “what you do not see”. (performance, aria labels, adjusting tabbing order for those using a keyboard to navigate IFAS websites, etc.).



Accessible Images

• IMAGES  - Avoid uploading too large images. An entire webpage 
should take less than 8 seconds to load.
•TinyPNG

• IMAGES– Use “Alt” tags on Images and buttons. Alternative text 
should explain what is seen in the photo.
•Alternative Text Cheat Sheet

Presenter
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https://tinypng.com/https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/ifascomm/2020/03/30/terminalfour-t4-tip-29-when-to-add-alternative-text-to-an-image-for-accessibility/https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/decision-tree/Does the image contain text? Yes or NoIs the image used in a link or a button, and would it be hard or impossible to understand what the link or the button does if the image wasn’t there? Yes or NoDoes the image contribute meaning to the current page or context? Yes or NoIs the image purely decorative or not intended for the user? Yes or NoIs the image’s use not listed above or it’s unclear what alt text to provide? Yes or No

https://tinypng.com/
https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/ifascomm/2020/03/30/terminalfour-t4-tip-29-when-to-add-alternative-text-to-an-image-for-accessibility/


Accessible Images
• TERMINALFOUR(T4)  - Alternative Text.

• WordPress - Alternative Text.
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https://tinypng.com/https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/ifascomm/2020/03/30/terminalfour-t4-tip-29-when-to-add-alternative-text-to-an-image-for-accessibility/https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/decision-tree/Does the image contain text? Yes or NoIs the image used in a link or a button, and would it be hard or impossible to understand what the link or the button does if the image wasn’t there? Yes or NoDoes the image contribute meaning to the current page or context? Yes or NoIs the image purely decorative or not intended for the user? Yes or NoIs the image’s use not listed above or it’s unclear what alt text to provide? Yes or No



Accessible Tables

• TABLES - Label data tables with headers above each column. 
Don’t forget to check tables on your mobile device for readability.
• Example: Extension Admin Superior Accomplishment 

Awards Table

Presenter
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Table Headers will appear in bold text at the top of each row and column. <th></th> is the appropriate table header html markup.

https://extadmin.ifas.ufl.edu/extension-professional-enhancement-awards/


Accessible Colors

• COLOR – Don’t rely on colors to convey Information. UF/IFAS Web 
Branding Guidelines provides a list of 14 colors and appropriate use.
• Web Graphic Identity Color Guide
• Web Page Headings: T4 Tip #25

https://ics.ifas.ufl.edu/our-services/web-services/web-visual-branding/?view=colors
https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/ifascomm/2020/03/12/terminalfour-t4-tip-25-web-page-headings/


Accessible Text

• WEB TEXT – Use simple language. Simplify web text so that 
someone on a sixth-grade level can understand the subject matter. 
• Organize text with headings and subheadings.
• VOX Media Resource
• Web Page Headings: T4 Tip #25

https://accessibility.voxmedia.com/
https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/ifascomm/2020/03/12/terminalfour-t4-tip-25-web-page-headings/


Accessible Links

• LINKED TEXT - Be sure linked text makes sense out of context. Add 
titles to linked text. NEVER use “click here”.
• Adding A Call-To-Action To Your Website: T4 Tip #26

https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/ifascomm/2020/03/13/terminalfour-t4-tip-26-adding-a-call-to-action-to-your-website/


• Make a good faith effort
• Keep cheat sheets nearby
• Follow an accessible routine

Moving Forward
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Don’t get “caught up in the catch-up”. Make an effort to create a more website accessible moving forward.Resolving accessibility concerns and remediating issues for legacy content is an uphill battle. An insurance company, for example, will likely have decades-worth of contracts, terms and conditions documents, PDF and Word files that they have to make accessible.  https://www.ciodive.com/news/what-dominos-digital-accessibility-lawsuit-means-for-compliance/564737/



Accessibility Resources

• UF/IFAS Web Accessibility Cheat Sheet – YES!

• UF/IFAS Web Visual Branding And Accessibility
•
• webteam@ifas.ufl.edu

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1akjo9kx8mpm9u3/WEb%20-%20Accessbilty-CheatSheet.pdf?dl=0
https://ics.ifas.ufl.edu/our-services/web-services/web-visual-branding/?view=accessibility
mailto:webteam@ifas.ufl.edu


Accessibility Strategies 
for Online Video
UF/IFAS Communications Video

Al Williamson



Accessibility for Video
YouTube

Auto-captions: User has option to turn captions on or off.
Editable:  Encourage checking auto-captions for accuracy.
Third party services available
UF uses 3PlayMedia. Roughly $3.50 per minute











Accessibility for Video
FaceBook

Caption Generator.
Editable. Encourage checking auto-captions for accuracy.
Facebook usually will auto-display captions when sound is off.











Accessibility for Video

FaceBook Live or Zoom Event
Registration: Ask if there there any captioning needs?
If yes, are there funds available?
If no, still consider captioning the recording

Consider charging for event and use funds?
Third-party real-time captioning available

Alternative Captioning Services ($95 hour)



Closing. Questions?



Thank You!
You can contact us at…

Diana Hagan: dihagan@ufl.edu
Tennille Herron: therron@ufl.edu

Al Williamson: alwill@ufl.edu

mailto:dihagan@ufl.edu
mailto:therron@ufl.edu
mailto:alwill@ufl.edu


Accessibility in Online 
Communications

Diana Hagan, Dr. Tennille Herron, Al Williamson
UF/IFAS Communications
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